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This paper is part of the online only special issue “The normative significance
of intentions” guest edited by Ulrike Heuer and Matthew Noah Smith.

Intentions: past, present, future

Matthew Noah Smith ∗

Department of Philosophy and Religion, Northeastern University, Boston, MA, USA

(Received 5 July 2017; final version received 11 July 2017)

Intentions have been a central subject of research since contemporary philosophy of
action emerged in the middle of the twentieth century. For almost that entire period,
the approach has been to treat the study of intentions as separate from the study of
morality. This essay offers a brief overview of that history and then suggests some
ways forward, as exemplified by the essays collected in this volume.

Keywords: intentions; action theory; action; agency; rationality; doctrine of double
effect

1. Intentions as a subject of inquiry

Understanding human agency requires understanding intentions. For, at least in the paradig-
matic instances of action, intentions are the psychological states that produce and guide
action. In particular, on the most common view, intentions are the efficient causes of
intended actions, are what rationalize actions, are what promote both the sort of intra-agen-
tial, cross-temporal coherence that allows people to take complicated actions over time, and
facilitate the sort of trans-agential coherence that allows people to act in concert with one
another. Thus, Michael Smith writes (2004, 165):

Actions are those bodily movements that are caused and rationalized by a pair of mental states:
a desire for some end, where ends can be thought of as ways the world could be, and a belief
that something the agent can just do, namely, move her body in the way to be explained, has
some suitable chance of making the world the relevant way.1

Other views have been defended, especially when it comes to the question of the causal
role of intentions. For example, one might hold that intentions manifest themselves in
action. So, the intention is not, strictly speaking, the cause of the action.2 Another view
could be that while intentions might play a causal role in action, this is not their signature
function. Instead, intentions play a purely intellectual function of rationalizing our actions,
and the subsidiary function of providing the cognitive architecture for cross-temporal and
inter-agential coordination.

There may also be events that are actions but that are not related in any way to inten-
tions. For example, habitual actions are typically not intentional.3 Some also believe that it
is apt to treat certain downstream consequences of intended behavior as actions. For
example, I intend to turn on the light and thereby alert the burglar who was in the room.
One might hold that I took the action of alerting the burglar, but it was an unintentional
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action.4 These cases of non-intentional and unintentional action, though, are all to be
explained in terms of the paradigm of agency, which is intentional action. So, for
example, one might explain habitual action as action that is the product of repeated inten-
tional actions, or the intentional adoption of some practical policy, and so on. And one
explains unintentional actions by way of appeal to something like Joel Feinberg’s accordion
effect, which allows us to ‘inflate our conception of an [intentional] action to include one of
its effects’.5

Even those who deny that intentions are sui generis attitudes accept that there is a
unique concatenation of familiar attitudes, often with distinctive content or formal proper-
ties, that partially constitute paradigmatic instances of action, and in terms of which the
explications of these forms of agency take. Such action-constituting, but non-intentional
attitudes, such as a desire for some end and a belief that some behavior will produce that
end, together cause and rationalize actions, and promote the two characteristic forms of
coherence in action.6

For a time, there was much debate about whether a distinctive species of mental state
is required to play these functional roles in action or whether the just described view
would be adequate. That debate has died down somewhat in recent years, with the con-
sensus apparently settling around the view that intentions are sui generis attitudes. But,
there are still plenty who defend a more austere view of our psychological economy,
and so who seek to show that just beliefs or just desires, or special belief–desire pairs
can perform the three functions just described. (For obvious reasons, this volume treats
as more or less correct the standard view that intentions are their own psychological
states.)

2. What are intentions?

G. E. M. Anscombe, in her influential essay, ‘Modern Moral Philosophy’, claimed that
moral philosophy is posterior to philosophy of psychology.7 It is no surprise, then, that
Anscombe’s 1957 classic, Intention, which serves as the intellectual headwaters for a
certain tradition of contemporary philosophy of action, treats philosophical inquiry into
the nature of intentions entirely as a branch of philosophy of mind.8 Furthermore, the posi-
tivist cast of Anglo-American philosophy had not at all faded by the time Arthur Danto’s
and Donald Davidson’s vastly influential work on action was published, which was
shortly Anscombe’s influential work.9 In their analyses of action, which did not really
engage Anscombe’s arguments, the question of human agency is utterly disenchanted.
There is simply no role whatsoever for moral theory. In fact, the aim of Davidson’s early
work might even be said to be deflationary. Reasons are analyzed as belief–desire pairs
that cause people to act. And Danto’s project seemed mostly focused on the decomposition
of complex actions into basic actions.

Thus was the stage set for the publication of Bratman (1987), which largely framed the
questions and terms philosophers of action still use in their reflections about the nature of
intentions and their roles in constituting human agency. Critically responding to Davidson’s
arguments (1980b), Bratman argued that intentions are not merely all-things-considered
judgments, much less desires, beliefs or a concatenation of the two attitudes. Rather, inten-
tions are sui generis psychological states that cannot be reduced to beliefs, desires or a com-
bination of the two. Drawing on a broadly functionalist approach to analyzing the mind,
Bratman argued that intentions’ functions are to produce behavior and to structure practical
deliberations over time. In particular, intentions serve as fixed points for future delibera-
tions. They are not, at least within the context of deliberations after their adoption, to be
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abandoned or revised. Rather, they are firmly bolted into the deliberative landscape. Our
lives are then shaped around the intentions we have already adopted. In this way, intentions
allow us to coordinate with ourselves across time and with others both synchronically and
diachronically. This, then, is the heart of Bratman’s theory: Intentions are practical commit-
ments that structure deliberation and action.

This leads Bratman to treat intentions as plans. A plan is something that purports to
settle the question about how one will go about some activity. But, plans also are quite flex-
ible in that they can have more or less precision. One can adopt a general plan to achieve
some end, but then leave it open how one will realize each step in the plan. Over time, then,
the details of the plan are worked out and refined. But, all the while the overall plan is not
abandoned. In fact, working and refining a plan make sense only given the stable authority
of the overall plan that one initially adopted. This is why understanding intentions as prac-
tical commitments goes hand in hand with a planning theory of intentions.

Practical reasoning, on this picture, involves not only adopting intentions de novo but
also adopting intentions within the context of broader plans (Bratman uses the term
‘subplan’ to refer to intentions that fill out or specify the overall plan one has adopted).
For example, one might decide on Thursday to cook dinner for friends on Saturday. One
doesn’t settle on what one is going to cook, what time friends are coming over or even
exactly which friends are coming over. As the day approaches, one adds details to this
plan by forming new intentions in the context of the overall plan. These intentions – the
subplans – in turn become fixed points around which one deliberates. So, for example,
one forms the intention of inviting Frankie, Dollar Bill and Ayelet to dinner. Then,
knowing that Ayelet is a vegetarian, one forms the intention of cooking only vegetarian
food. Then, knowing that the best vegetables are at the Farmers Market on Saturday
morning, one intends to go shopping for the vegetables at the Farmers Market on Saturday
morning. And so on until the plan is fully fleshed out.

With this basic account of intentions as plans in hand, we have rich resources with which
we can model the psychology of human action in an increasingly precise fashion. Under-
standing the differences between, say, going for a long hike, on the one hand, and wearing
down the soles of one’s shoes as one goes for a long hike, on the other hand, involves under-
standing the differences in the psychological bases of the two events. Insofar as the former is
an action, it is because of the intention driving it (i.e. one had a plan to go hiking). Insofar as
the latter is not an action, it is because of the absence of an intention driving it (i.e. it was not
part of one’s plan to wear down one’s shoes by going hiking).

This helps to explain why in contemporary philosophy of action, we understand action
not by beginning with the action itself but instead by looking at the intention in relation to
the action. What someone is doing, on this view, is understood in terms of what that person
intends to do. This in turn means that understanding action requires mapping the compli-
cated rational and causal roles (if there are any causal roles) that intentions play in
shaping or constituting behavior. Once we have a thoroughly detailed charting of the inten-
tion–action nexus, we are in a position to carve actions out of behavior. This just recapitu-
lates the research program described in Frankfurt (1978, 157): ‘the problem of action is to
explicate the contrast between what an agent does and what merely happens to him, or
between the bodily movements that he makes and those that occur without his making
them’.

For example, consider my movements as I dig a hole. Some of these movements count
as actions I am taking, others not. The gross movements of my arms and torso, my hands’
grips on the shovel and the firm placement of my feet might all count as components of my
action of digging a hole. But, the microscopic tearing of muscles in my back and the slow
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pinching of a disc in my vertebrae don’t count as actions I am taking. These are bodily hap-
penings – just like my arms’ gross movements – and they may even be unavoidable con-
comitants of such digging a hole. But, let us suppose that they do not bear the correct
relation to my intentions. In virtue of this, we would carve the tearing of the muscles
and the pinching of the disc out of the picture of action, while leaving the swinging of
my arms, the gripping of my hands and the firm placement of my feet in the picture of
action. In this way, accounting for what our actions are requires a delicate theory of inten-
tions and their causal and/or rational relations to our movements.

There are further results we can get by way of reflection on the nature of intentions. For
example, we can characterize different kinds of actions by appeal to the provenance of the
intentions that triggered them. Some actions are products of intentions that were formed as a
result of very explicit practical deliberation. For example, consider this toy case based on
the famous example from Aristotle (1978) (701a7–25):

If I go to the water, I can satisfy my thirst.

I should satisfy my thirst.

So, I shall to go to the water.

We can read the last line of this practical syllogism as the intention (e.g. read it as ‘I intend
to go to the water’). It is what is behind a person taking the action.

Actions with this sort of provenance are the most familiar examples in the philosophical
literature. They are also what many laypeople imagine when they think about the mens rea
element of the criminal law. But, as many are quick to appreciate, very few of our actions
are connected to intentions that flow from explicit deliberation. Rather, much of what we do
is the habitual enactment of settled plans or dispositions. Making sense of how such beha-
viors count as actions requires further analyses of how intentions function. This is a com-
plicated matter. For, since it resists simplification to traditional intellectualized models of
deliberation, it is easy to slip into viewing such habitual behavior as somehow less than
fully fledged action. The absence of an appropriate deliberative history leading up to it
keeps bodily movement in the category of mere behavior.

But, we should eschew this sort of impoverished understanding of the psychological
bases of action. For, as noted above, intentions were analyzed as fixed points for future
deliberation. This picture of intentions easily includes standing commitments to behave
in a certain way, so long as those commitments function in a suitable similar as do specific,
one-off intentions. For, a particular deliberative, provenance has not been established as
essential for some attitude to be an intention. Rather, what is required for an attitude to
be an intention is that the attitude has the appropriate motivational and intention for-
mation/revision functions. This leaves it open to argue that intentions without the right
sort of deliberative histories are deficient or criticizable. But such arguments would not
demonstrate that the attitude in question is not an intention (analogously, one might
argue that a poorly built car is still a car, even if it is poorly built). On this general view
of habits, values and personal commitments as standing intentions of some kind, it
follows that behaviors that flow from these sorts of intentions, despite being ‘unthinking’
in some sense, are still fully fledged actions.

These sorts of reflections reveal how analytically fecund a carefully crafted account of
intentions can be. It also suggests how much more work there is to be done in working out
the functional architecture of intentions. In particular, much more can be said about the
functional relationships between intentions and other psychological attitudes.
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3. Intentions and rationality

Since intentions are propositional attitudes, they are structurally appropriate objects for
rational assessment. For example, an attitude with the content p and an attitude with the
content not-p have contradictory contents, even if the attitudes themselves are not contra-
dictory (as would be the case if one believed that p and desired that not-p). If two attitudes
whose contents contradict one another are attitudes of holding a proposition true, then we
would judge the agent holding both attitudes simultaneously as irrational. For example,
suppose I believe that the 1986–1987 Los Angeles Lakers was the best basketball team
ever and at the same time I believe that the 2016–2017 Cleveland Cavaliers was the
best basketball team ever. These two propositions cannot both be true. So, I am irrational
in believing both of them at the same time.

It is not obviously difficult, it seems to come up with plausible, somewhat general prin-
ciples of rationality governing beliefs (and credences, more generally). For example, do not
hold contradictory beliefs, update credences on the basis of new evidence, etc. It is not quite
as simple when it comes to intentions. For, it is not at all obvious that intentions that involve
something like acceptance of some proposition as true. To establish that requires argument.
Furthermore, it is not at all obvious that intentions are any different from desires in being
rationally assessable. Desires are unruly and, on their own, resist easy rational assessment.
There is nothing, for example, irrational about desiring mutually incompatible things. What
is irrational is simultaneously pursuing both desires. This observation about the movement
from mere desire to action suggests exactly the space intention occupies. And so it suggests
that there are norms of rationality governing intention formation, maintenance and revision.
Consequently, whether norms of rationality govern intentions and what those norms might
be if they do govern intentions are not quite idle questions.

For example, we might ask: Are there special rules of rationality governing intention
formation and revision? Or: Are there special rules of rationality governing the relationships
between intentions and other attitudes? If there are such rules, are they in any way author-
itative? These questions and their ilk have dominated the past generation of philosophical
reflection on intentions. Skeptics of practical rationality deny that there are special norms
governing intention formation and revision.10 But, they have a tough case to make.
Here’s why. Recall that intentions, if they exist at all, function as fixed points in future delib-
eration. How does this work if not by triggering a rule of rationality that forbids adopting of
intentions that are inconsistent with one’s existing plans? For example, if I intend to cook
dinner for Frankie, Bill and Ayelet on Saturday night, something has gone wrong if I also
form the intention to go with Jay to see a movie on the same night. The best way to explain
what has gone wrong is that I’ve violated a norm of rationality that forbids intending to do
two mutually exclusive activities. A similar line of argument can be developed regarding
means-end requirements. If I intend to cook dinner for my friends, and I believe that in
order to do this I must go shopping, then it seems that I am in error if I keep intending
to cook dinner for my friends but do not form the intention to go shopping. This error
can be explained by a norm of rationality requiring means-end coherence.

On this picture, intentions structure practical thought in virtue of the norms of prac-
tical rationality. Once someone forms an intention to act in some manner, she thereby
rationally commits herself to reasoning in the future on the assumption that she will
be acting in that manner. She must either abandon the intention – which presumably
she must do on the basis of deliberation – or she must form her future intentions in
light of that existing intention, where the ‘must’ here is the must of rationality. Charac-
terizing this rule driving this commitment is a central task for those who wish to defend
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the existence of rules of practical rationality. And, over a few short years, gallons of ink
were spilled in debates about the nature of the requirements governing intention for-
mation and revision.

Among the positions people have taken is that the only way to defend means-end coher-
ence norms is to ground them in epistemic norms. Others have argued that so long as we
distinguish between rational requirements and reasons, and then hold that we have no
reason to be rational, or even reasons not to be rational (and so the person who has evil
intentions lacks a reason to conform with the norm of rationality requiring intending the
means to one’s ends), then these rational requirements amount to no more than something
like norms of mental bookkeeping. Yet, others think that there is neither a requirement nor a
reason to take the means to one’s ends. It only sometimes seems like there is such a reason
or requirement because from the agent’s perspective, there seems to be a reason to achieve
the end and a derivative reason to do what it takes to do so successfully. Others have argued
steadfastly that, in fact, one has a distinctively practical reason to intend the means to one’s
ends. Finally, there are some views according to which intending to do something is itself a
reason to do that thing, i.e. that one can ‘bootstrap’ oneself into having a reason to act as
intended simply by forming the relevant intention.

This last position suggests the dominant argument – which has almost become a dogma
– supposedly showing that there are at best only rational requirements governing intention
formation and revision. This is the bootstrapping argument. It takes the form of a Modus
Tollens. If an intention to perform an evil action could trigger a requirement to form inten-
tions to take the means to perform that evil action, then one can be required to form inten-
tions to perform the means to take evil actions. But, there cannot be such requirements. So,
it is false that an intention to perform an evil action can trigger a requirement to form inten-
tions to take the means to perform that evil action. In short, it is frankly astonishing that
intending to act wrongly triggers a requirement either to abandon that intention or to
intend the means to perform that action, or a requirement that one structure one’s future
deliberations around that intention so that one’s future intentions are not self-defeating.
You just shouldn’t act wrongly, and if intending to do so triggers any requirement it is a
moral requirement to abandon morally objectionable intentions. The bootstrapping argu-
ment is typically treated as a dogma, but like all dogmas it is typically not examined
closely. When we look closely at it, we find no single form of argument but instead a
myriad of arguments. It is not clear than any one of them is convincing when exposed to
the full light of day.11

4. Intentions and morality

It is a curious feature of the past few generations’ scholarship on intentions that substantive
philosophical inquiry into the moral character of intentions has mostly been mediated by
reflections about violence and rights violations. We see this most clearly in discussions
of self-defense, the doctrine of double effect, and the endless variations of the trolley pro-
blems.12 Each of the countless iterations of epicycles of literature on those trolley problems
has reinforced the centrality of intentions to moral theory. Typically, in the study of the doc-
trine of double effect, it is simply taken as a given that intentions are different from beliefs
(or knowledge) about the consequences of one’s actions. This is what allows those who
explore double effect to make the distinction that frames the very doctrine: intending to
do something with the knowledge that it will have certain consequences must be distinct
from intending to bring about those consequences by doing something. As should be
clear, this presupposes a substantive thesis about the nature of intentions. It is worth
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wondering, then, how the application of sophisticated theories of intention and action to
moral theory would make a difference to our understanding of the character of certain
actions.

There is, then, perhaps a small irony in that morality only re-appears in most contem-
porary accounts of the normativity of intentions like some sort of deus ex machina blocking
the authority of purported consistency and coherence norms of practical rationality. This is
especially interesting given the vast and rich jurisprudential inquiry into the role of inten-
tions in determining permissibility, responsibility, blame and other matters related to both
criminal and tort law.13 Theories of criminal and tortious liability required taking seriously
philosophical questions regarding the nature of intentions in order to make sense of the law
around negligence, attempts and so on. For example, accounts of the differences between
agents who intentionally cause bodily harm and agents who unintentionally but negligently
cause bodily harm typically appeal at some point to the intentions of the relevant agents. It
should be no surprise, then, that there is a vast literature on intention in the law, with many
contemporary roots in both H.L.A. Hart and Tony Honoré’s 1959 classic Causation in the
Law, and the profound and sensitive volumes of work by Joel Feinberg (at least some of
which was responding to Hart and Honoré) and Anthony Duff. These works do not disen-
tangle questions about intentions from questions about legal and moral responsibility. Con-
sequently, unlike contemporary philosophy of action’s unproblematized appeals to
judgments of right and wrong in its discussions of supposed norms of practical rationality,
the lodestars that guide legal theory’s reflective engagement with questions of intention are
alive to the possibility that we might have to revise our legal and moral judgments in light of
what we discover about intentions and agency. For, this work treats intuitions about where
human agency trails off and the world beyond persons takes control – intuitions that are
often leavened by reflections about fairness – as systematically interacting with reflections
about the nature of intentions.

We see this same pattern in the study of morally significant forms of agential authority,
such as making promises and giving consent.14 In particular, whether a promise is binding
or whether consent generates permission may depend at least in part on whether the agent
intends to make a promise and whether the agent intends to consent, respectively. As is
often the case in philosophical reflections, our understanding of intentions is not a given
from which we reason to conclusions about promising and consent. Rather, we reason dia-
lectically, taking our commitments about the nature of the practical authority of agents to
control their lives and their bodies to inform our understanding of intentions and vice versa.

This approach – reasoning back and forth from moral theory to action theory – can
seem to some to commit the sin of not sufficiently appreciating how complicated intentions
are. How, the question goes, can we make sense of the nature of intentions and agency if we
have to do legal, moral and political philosophy at the same time? But, this is to misunder-
stand this approach. The legal and moral perspectives from which reflections on intentions
proceed supply us with additional and quite refined philosophical tools for analyzing the
nature of intentions – tools that philosophers of action often do not use. This provides valu-
able intellectual resources for the study of a profoundly complicated phenomenon. After all,
the subject of the study of intentions is really the study of human agency, which is a vast and
mysterious subject.

5. Summary of this volume

This volume takes seriously the claim that a wide range of considerations should inform
research into the nature of intentions. We look beyond a narrow focus on philosophy of
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mind, a narrow focus on theories of rationality or a narrow focus on the doctrine of double
effect. Instead, our aim is to present leading philosophers’ essays on the many facets of
intentions. We hope that by bringing together these essays in a single place, we will not
only inform readers of the particular arguments and conclusions reached in each essay,
but also inspire the reader to appreciate the complexity of the topic and in particular the het-
erogeneity of valuable and illuminating starting points for inquiry into the nature of
intentions.

We invite the reader to think of the volume as broken into three sections, beginning with
an essay in straight action theory and ending with essays in moral theory. Section One’s sole
essay is Luca Ferrero’s groundbreaking piece in straight philosophy of action. It merits its
own place in the volume because it does groundbreaking work in reframing our understand-
ing of the relationship between intentions and action. In many ways, each subsequent essay
in this collection might be read critically in light of Ferrero’s contribution. Section Two con-
sists of five essays, one each by Sarah Paul, Erasmus Mayr, Ralph Wedgwood, David
Owens and Joseph Raz. Each essay explores the relationship between intentions and
value. The authors all reach conclusions that support a fairly broad thesis in favor of the
view that there is an important relationship between the good and intention formation
and intention revision. Thus, each of these essays manifests in its own way the principal
idea behind this collection, namely, we cannot disentangle intentions from moral theory.
Section Three’s two essays, one by Fiona Woolard and one by Hallie Liberto, finally
take us into the realm of value theory, and explore the intersections between intention
and moral theory.

Luca Ferrero’s article is a groundbreaking reevaluation of how to think about intentions.
He argues that we cannot sustain a coherent distinction between intentions and intentional
actions. Instead, they are elements of another phenomenon, the ‘course of rational active
intelligent guidance’ – what he calls a CRAIG. On this view, every intention and every sub-
sequent intentional action are both components of a CRAIG, where the former two are
understood in terms of CRAIGs. For, intentions and intentional actions are, according to
Ferrero, just manifestations of a unified power of rational agency, which in turn is the
capacity to guide a being as it pursues some aim. When we identify intentions, all we
are doing is identifying a derivative segment of a CRAIG. The same point applies to inten-
tional action. But, Ferrero argues, there are not sharp divisions between these segments.
Rather, the shift from intending to act to acting occurs without a clear transition.

Sarah Paul begins her essay by noting the Anscombean claim that moral philosophy is
posterior to action theory. Paul’s clever argument in this essay complicates Anscombe’s
dictum by showing that we cannot so easily divorce philosophy of action from moral
theory. Paul begins by explicating the supposed conceptual connection between agency
and moral responsibility. The central idea is that our concept of autonomy, which is a
thoroughly moral concept, must be cashed out using the conceptual tools of philosophy
of action. For, we define autonomy in terms of both responsibility and properly functioning
agency. Paul then goes on to argue if we accept a certain view of what ‘full-throated agency’
is – of what autonomy-realizing agency is – then we must accept that we are culpable for
omissions that are due to unwitting failures to consider the morally appropriate options.
This is a surprising thesis since we typically judge it to be the case that non-culpable ignor-
ance is a general moral excuse. How we ought to respond to this conclusion depends at least
in part on results of our reflections on the methodology of philosophy of action. Paul’s essay
provides us with a lot of grist for that mill.

Erasmus Mayr defends a view that has fallen out of favor, namely, that all actions are
taken sub specie boni, i.e. under the guise of the good. Offering what amounts to a
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transcendental argument for the sub specie boni requirement, Mayr argues that intentions
cannot fulfill two essential functions without aiming at some form of the good. After pro-
viding some helpful clarifications for how to think of the different sub specie boni theses out
there, Mayr describes the two essential functions: intentions cannot rationally be abandoned
at will, which is to say that intentions must have some sort of rational stability, and when
thinking about how to live, our intentions must be flexible in the face of other commitments
and values. These two features of intentions require, Mayr claims, that we have a common
currency across intentions that allows us to assess them within the context of revising, aban-
doning or shifting intentions. The only available ‘universal’ currency is the good.

Ralph Wedgwood’s contribution is a powerful argument in favor of an objective good-
ness account of rational choice, where rational choice is understood as the formation, main-
tenance and revision of our intentions. The view the essay challenges is that rational choice
should be understood as choice that maximizes expected subjective preference. Wedg-
wood’s novel line of argument against this view is that those who defend subjective prefer-
ences have yet to show how they can play any role in utility functions. But, playing that role
is a sine qua non for any metric of value in a theory of rational choice. Furthermore, the only
way to defeat this line of argument is to develop an account of preferences that ends up
entailing an objective value conception of rational choice. So, we should reject subjective
preference accounts of rational choice in favor of the view that our intentions ought to be
formed, maintained and revised with an eye towards objective goodness.

David Owens explores a form of action that often gets short shrift in philosophy of
action, namely, habitual action. These are actions that are performed not with some particu-
lar good in view, or on the basis of reasons the agent considered in deciding or choosing to
act. Rather, they are actions that resist what Owens calls a ‘rationalist’ analysis.
Nonetheless, we can still make sense of habitual actions and habits of deliberation. For,
habitual action, Owens argues, is the sort of thing that can itself be a source of what he
calls ‘practical intelligibility’ of the behaviors and patterns of thought that constitute and
flow from the habit. This is a novel account of habits, and Owens deftly shows how it
links up and illuminates several long-standing areas of inquiry at the intersection of
value theory and action theory.

Finally, Joseph Raz provides a characteristically rich set of reflections developing his
views about the relationships between intentions, reasons, value and action. Intentions
guide our behavior, and they guide it with an eye towards an aim the agent judges to be
worth pursuing. That is to say: intending to act amounts to viewing some end for the
sake of which one is acting as a worthwhile end. This also involves believing that one’s
aim is worthwhile, thus linking our intentions with our normative beliefs. Raz also traces
the intricate relationships between motivation, intentions, action and our beliefs about
what is valuable. For those interested in Raz’s fully systematic account of value and
agency, this essay is essential. It also provides a valuable counterpoint to Owens’ argument.

Fiona Woolard’s essay argues that any theory that has non-consequentialist commit-
ments must accept some versions of both the doctrine of doing and allowing and the doc-
trine of double effect. The essay has three steps. First, it defends the conclusion that non-
consequentialist conclusions must be stated using at least some deontological distinctions.
But, Woolard next argues, these distinctions cannot be made without appeal to either the
doctrine of doing and allowing or the doctrine of double effect. Finally, in her third step,
Woolard argues that accepting at least some version of one of these doctrines requires
accepting the other doctrine, or at least some version of the other doctrine. The upshot of
this is that intentions are central to any non-consequentialist theory. For, all of our going
versions of both the doctrine of doing and allowing and the doctrine of double effect
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make essential reference to human agency, and human agency, or at least its paradigmatic
form, necessarily involves at least some form of intention. Woolard’s essay might profitably
be read in parallel with the first sections of Paul’s essay. For, Paul’s essay helps us to see the
centrality of thinking about intention to our thinking about morally assessable forms of
agency.

Finally, Hallie Liberto’s essay explores the nexus between intentions and consent. It has
become a philosophical commonplace now that misinformation can undermine consent
when awareness of the obscured fact would have led one to withdraw consent or not
intend to consent in the first place. Liberto argues that this is too strong. Sometimes,
consent is valid in an environment of misinformation. This essay therefore links up with
the earlier essays on what is in view when one forms an intention. What information
must one have – or at least what information must not be obscured from view – in
order to rationally form an intention? It must be information pertaining to something
morally significant – something, we might say, that is connected with objective goodness.
Liberto does not put it in these terms, but if we read her in light of the other essays in this
volume, it is easy to transpose her views into this axiological key (in fact, in her final
section, she even suggests that it might be profitable to move away from the language of
rights when thinking about consent).

6. Conclusion

Each of these groundbreaking essays merits a lengthy response on its own terms. But, taken
as a whole, the essays collected here invite us to bring philosophy of action more directly
into contact with value theory. Furthermore, each of these essays has direct bearing on at
least one of the other essays in the volume, and at times they interact directly with each
other. Thus, we hope that readers will engage these essays not only severally and jointly,
but also in pairs, trios and so on.
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Notes

1. See also Smith (2012). On the intra- and inter-agential coherence intentions facilitate, see
Bratman (1987) and Bratman (2009a).

2. See, e.g. Hornsby (1980).
3. See David Owens’ contribution to this collection.
4. This is a reference back to Donald Davidson (1980a).
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5. See Feinberg (1970).
6. In addition to Michael Smith’s anti-intention Humean view, see Velleman (1989).
7. See Anscombe (1958).
8. See Anscombe (1963).
9. See Danto (1963), Danto (1965), Danto (1979) and Davidson (1980b).

10. There is a huge literature on this. See, e.g. Bratman (1999), Broome (1999), Bratman (2007),
Wallace (2006), Brunero (2005), Setiya (2007), Bratman (2009b) and all references passim.

11. For an overview, see Smith (2016).
12. For evidence of this, see Foot (1967), Duff (1982), Thomson (1985), McMahan (1993) and

Thomson (2008).
13. The locus classicus is Hart and Honoré (1985). See also Posner (1972), Feinberg (1990), Duff

(1990) and more recently Yaffe (2010).
14. On agential authority, see Smith (forthcoming). See also Darwall (2009). On promising, see

Owens (2006) and Owens (2008).
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